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Abstract—The classical “writing on dirty paper” capacity
result establishes that full interference pre-cancellation can be
attained in Gel’fand-Pinsker problem with additive state and
additive white Gaussian noise. This result holds under the
idealized assumption that perfect channel knowledge is available
at both transmitter and receiver. While channel knowledge at
the receiver can be obtained through pilot tones, transmitter
channel knowledge is harder to acquire. For this reason, we are
interested in characterizing the capacity under the more realistic
assumption that only partial channel knowledge is available at the
transmitter. We study, more specifically, the dirty paper channel
in which the interference sequence in multiplied by fading value
unknown to the transmitter but known at the receiver. For this
model, we establish an approximate characterization of capacity
for the case in which fading values vary greatly in between
channel realizations. In this regime, which we term the “strong
fading” regime, the capacity pre-log factor is equal to the inverse
of the number of possible fading realizations.
I. INTRODUCTION
The capacity of the classical the Gel’fand-Pinsker (GP)
problem [1] characterizes the limiting performance of inter-
ference pre-cancellation. In this model, the channel outputs
are obtained as a random function of the channel inputs and
a state sequence; the state sequence is provided anti-causally
to the encoder but is unknown at the decoder. This channel
model is motivated by many practical downlink networks in
which the transmitter wishes to simultaneously communicate
to multiple receivers: in this scenario the codeword of one
user can be treated as known interference when coding for
of another user. The “writing on dirty paper” capacity result
from Costa [2] establishes that the presence of the state
sequence does not reduce capacity in the Gaussian version
of the GP problem, regardless of the distribution or power
of this sequence. Although very promising, this result is not
easily translated into practical transmission strategies since it
assumes perfect channel knowledge at both the transmitter
and the receiver. Receiver channel knowledge can be acquired
through various channel estimation strategies, pilot tones and
channel sounding. This channel knowledge is successively
made available at the transmitter through feedback. In many
communication environments, the channel conditions vary
through time and obtaining a reliable channel estimate at
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the transmitter is very costly. For this scenario, we wish
to characterize the limiting performance of interference pre-
cancellation when only partial transmitter channel knowledge
is available.
The first channel model which address the impact of trans-
mitter channel knowledge in the GP problem is the “writing
on fading dirt” channel [3]. This model is a variation of the
“writing on dirty paper” channel of [2] in which interference
sequence is multiplied by a fading value which is made
available at the receiver. The capacity of this model is a
special case of the channel in [4], an extension of the GP
problem in which partial state information is provided to both
transmitter and receiver. The capacity of the channel in [4]
is expressed as a maximization over the distribution of an
auxiliary random variable which cannot be easily determined.
For this reason, neither closed form expressions nor numerical
evaluations of capacity are known. Outer and inner bounds to
the capacity are derived in [5] while achievable rates under
Gaussian signaling and lattice strategies are derived in [6].
The fading dirty paper channel in which the fading values
is constant trough successive channel uses is studied in [7].
Fundamental bounding techniques for this channel are drawn
from the “carbon copying onto dirty paper” [8].
In the following, we focus on the writing on fading dirt
problem for the slow fading case and consider the case in
which the state sequence is an iid Gaussian sequence. For this
channel we determine inner and outer bound to capacity which
depend on the number of possible fading realizations. We
consider, more specifically, the case in which the fading takes
two different values and the case in which it takes M possible
values. For the case in which fading takes two possible values,
we obtain a characterization of capacity to within a gap which
depends the distance between fading realizations. For the case
of M possible realizations, instead, we characterize capacity
in a regime where the fading realization are exponentially
spaced apart. In this regime, which we term the “strong fading
regime”, the pre-log of the capacity is equal the inverse of the
number of fading realizations.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Sec.
II we introduce the channel model. Sec. III presents related
results. In Sec. IV we study the case of two possible fading
realizations while, in Sec. V the case of M realizations. Finally,
Sec. VI concludes the paper.
If omitted, proofs can be found in the appendix or in the
2Fig. 1. The Dirty Paper Channel with Slow Fading and Receiver Channel
State Information (DPC-SF-RCSI).
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II. CHANNEL MODEL
The Dirty Paper Channel with Slow Fading and Receiver
Channel State Information (DPC-SF-RCSI) in Fig. 1, is de-
fined by the input/output relationship
Y N = XN +ASN +ZN , (1)
where Zi ∼ N (0,1), i ∈ [1 . . .N] and iid. The channel input
XN is subject to an average second moment constraint:
E
[
N
∑
i=1
X2i
]
≤ NP. (2)
The state sequence SN is iid, Gaussian distributed with zero
mean and unitary variance and is provided to the encoder
but not to the decoder. The fading values A is chosen from
a set A = {a1 . . .aM}, 0 ≤ a1 < a2 . . . < aM, fixed before
transmission and made available at the decoder but not at the
encoder.
A (2NR,N,Pe) code for the DPC-SF-RCSI is defined by an
encoding function XN(W,SN), a decoding function Ŵ (Y N ,A)
and an error probability
Pe =
1
2NRM
2NR
∑
w=1
M
∑
j=1
P
[
Ŵ (Y N ,a j) 6=W |XN(w,SN) was sent
]
.
A rate R is achievable if, for any ε > 0, there exists a code
(2NR′ ,N,Pe) such that R′ ≥ R while Pe ≤ ε .
We consider the compound channel approach to the capacity
of the DPC-SF-RCSI, as originally proposed by Shannon [9].
In this approach, the capacity of the channel model in (7) is
equivalent to the capacity of the compound broadcast channel
in Fig. 2 for which
Y Nj = XN + a jSN +ZNj a j ∈A (3)
Finally, we present a more general class of models which
is equivalent to that in (7).
Remark II.1. Generalized channel model. The channel model
in (7) is equivalent to any channel model where the input
output relationship is described as
Yi = Xi +A′S′i +Z′i , (4)
for S′ ∼N (0,Q′), Z′ ∼N (0,N′) and ∑Ni=1E[X2i ]≤ NP′.
Fig. 2. The compound broadcast channel equivalent to the DPC-SF-RCSI
with M possible fading values.
III. RELATED RESULTS
We shall next review some of the results in the literature
related to the DPC-SF-RCSI.
Dirty paper channel with fading dirt: when the fading val-
ues in (7) change at each channel use, that is when the channel
output is obtained as
Y N = XN +ANSN +ZN , (5)
for some iid sequence AN drawn from the distribution pA, the
channel is termed “dirty paper channel with fading dirt” [6].
Theorem III.1. Capacity of the dirty paper channel with
fading dirt [4, Th. 1]. The capacity of the channel in (5) is
obtained as
C = max
PU,X |S
I(Y ;U |A)− I(U ;S), (6)
Equation (6) contains a maximization over PU,X |S which
cannot be easily evaluated explicitly.
Carbon copying onto dirty paper: when the state sequence
is different in each fading realization, we obtain the carbon
copying paper model in [8], that is
Y Nj = X
N + aSNj +ZNj , (7)
for j ∈ [1 . . .M] and where SNj is an iid Gaussian sequences
with zero mean and unitary variance for each j. In [8] inner
and outer bound to the capacity region are derived but capacity
has yet not been determined. The next outer bound is be
relevant in deriving an outer bound for the DPC-SF-RCSI.
Theorem III.2. Outer bound for the 2 user case [8, Th. 3].
The capacity C of the 2 user carbon copying channel is upper
bounded as
C ≤ ROUT =

1
2 log
(
1+P+a2+2a
√
P
1+a2/2
)
a2 ≤ 2
1
2 log
(
1+P+a2+2a
√
P
a/
√
2
)
−
[
1
4 log
(
a2
2P+2
)]+
a2 > 2.
(8)
A simple inner bound for the two user case can be derived
using binning and Gaussian signaling as in the original DPC
channel. In this scheme, the channel input is comprised of
two codewords: one codeword is pre-coded against the state
3sequences while another codeword treats the states as noise.
Theorem III.3. Inner bound for the 2 user case [8, Th. 4].
The capacity C of the 2 user carbon copying channel is lower
bounded as
C ≥ RIN =

1
2 log
(
1+ P
a2/2+1
)
a2/2 < 1
1
2 log
(
P+a2/2+1
a2
)
+ 14 log
(
a2
2
)
1 ≤ a2/2≤ P+ 1
1
4 log(1+P) a
2/2≥ P+ 1.
(9)
DPC-SF-RCSI: the capacity of the DPC-SF-RCSI is unknown
in general but it must reduce to the capacity of the classical
DPC channel when the fading realizations all approach the
same value. In this limit, Costa pre-coding must be optimal:
the next lemma describes how the performance of Costa pre-
coding decreases as the distance between fading realizations
increases.
Lemma III.4. Constant additive gap for M, small fading
values. An outer bound to the capacity of the M user DPC-
SF-RCSI is
ROUT =
1
2
log(1+P), (10)
and it can be attained to within the gap G by Costa pre-coding,
for
G = ROUT−RIN ≤ 1
2
log
(
1+ ε
2P
P+ a21 + 1
)
, (11)
and with ε = aM − a1.
Lem. III.4 provides a tight characterization of capacity when
aM ≈ c(a1 + 1/P) for some small constant c.
IV. CHANNEL WITH TWO FADING REALIZATIONS
In this section we derive an outer bound inspired by a
bounding technique in [8, Th. 3] and an inner bound similar to
that of [8, Th. 4] and then determined the gap between these
two bounds. In the derivation of the outer bound, an important
observation is that the capacity of the channel is decreasing
in the variance of the sequence ASN .
Remark IV.1. Capacity decreases as fading increases. The
capacity of the channel
Y N = XN + γASN +ZN (12)
for γ ∈ [0,1] is decreasing in γ .
With this result, we can establish a tighter outer bound than
the one in [8, Th. 3].
Theorem IV.2. Outer bound for two fading values. The
capacity C of the 2 user DPC-SF-RCSI is upper bounded as
C ≤ ROUT = min
γ∈[0,1]
{
1
2
log
(
1+P+ γ2a21 + 2γa1
√
P
)
+
1
2
log
(
1+P+ γ2a22 + 2γa2
√
P
)
− 1
2
log(γ2(a2− a1)2)
}
for which
ROUT ≤
{ 1
4 log(1+P)+
1
4 log
(
P+ 1+ a22
)
a2a1 ≥ P+ 1
− 14 log(a2− a1)2 + 32 a2a1 < P+ 1
(13)
Proof: The first step of the outer bound is similar to the
bounding in [8, Th. 3] while the second passage makes use of
the observation in Rem. IV.1.
Drawing from the results available for the classical GP
problem, an effective transmission strategy is the following.
The channel input is divided in two codewords: one codeword
is pre-coded against a realization of the state while the other
codeword treats the state as noise. For the codeword which
pre-codes against the state, the transmitter considers two
transmission slots: in the first slot it pre-codes against the
sequence a1S while in the second slot it pre-codes against the
sequence a2S. The next theorem determines the achievable rate
of this strategy.
Theorem IV.3. Inner bound for two fading values. The
capacity C of the 2 user DPC-SF-RCSI is lower bounded as
C ≥ RIN =

1
2 log
(
1+ P1+a22
)
a22 < 1
1
2 log
(
1+P+ a22
)
− 14 log(a22)− 1/2 1 < a22 < P+ 1
1
4 log(1+P) a
2
2 ≥ P+ 1
(14)
Proof: Consider the transmission scheme in which the
channel input, X , is comprised of two codewords: (i) XNN (N as
in “state as Noise”) which treats the state as noise and (ii) XNP
(P as in “Pre-coded against the state”) is pre-coded against the
sequence S′ = [SN/2 a2SNN/2+1]. The codewords are Gaussian
distributed: XNN has power αP while XP has power αP for α ∈
[0,1], α = 1−α . Once the codeword XNN has been decoded,
it is removed from the channel output and, successively, the
codeword XNP is decoded. For the first N/2 transmission, the
codeword pre-codes against the interference experience at the
first receiver, while for the second N/2 transmissions for the
interference experienced at the second receiver. This strategy
achieves the rate
RIN(α) =
1
2
log
(
1+ αP
1+αP+ a22Q
)
+
1
4
log(1+αP) (15)
+
1
4
log
(
max
{
1, (αP+ 1)(αP+ a
2
2Q+ 1)
αP+ 2a22QαP+ a22Q+ 1
})
,
for any α ∈ [0,1].The optimization over α yields the rate in
(14).
We next establish a gap between inner and outer bound as
a function of the two fading realizations.
Theorem IV.4. Approximate capacity for two fading val-
ues. The capacity C of the 2 user carbon copying channel can
be attained to within a gap of G defined as
G = ROUT−RIN ≤ 1
2
log
(
a2 + a1
a2− a1
)
+ 2 (16)
Proof: The expression in (16) is obtained by comparing
the expression in (14) and the expression in (13) for the cases
(i) a1a2 ≥ P+ 1, a2 >
√
P+ 1 (ii) 1 < a22 < P+ 1 and (iii)
4a1a2 < P+ 1, a2 >
√
P+ 1.
The result in Th. IV.4 well characterizes the capacity when
there the two fading realizations are sufficiently separated.
Consider, in particular, the scenario in which a22 = ca21 for
c > 1, then the gap scales as
1
2
log
(
c+ 1
c− 1
)
=
1
2
log
(
1+ 2
c− 1
)
(17)
which is less than 1 when c ≥ 2.
Together with the result in Lem. III.4, we conclude that the
capacity for the case where a2 = a1c is well characterized for
all values of c, for instance
c ≥ 2, c ≤ 1+ 3
P
+
3
a1
=⇒ G≤ 1 (18)
We also notice that when a22 ≥ P+ 1 the capacity of the
channel is approximatively half of the capacity of the channel
without fading. In the next section we generalize this result
to the case where the fading takes M possible values. That is,
we determine a regime in which the capacity of the channel
is M−1 times the capacity of the channel without fading.
V. CHANNEL WITH M FADING REALIZATIONS
The fundamental outer bounding technique in characterizing
the capacity of the two fading channel was first introduced
in [8]. We now present a further refitment in the outer bound
which makes it possible to determine the approximate capacity
of the channel in a subset of the parameter regime. In this
regime the fading realization are greatly spaced apart and the
capacity of the channel is approximatively a fraction M of the
capacity of the channel without fading. We term this regime
as “Strong fading” regime.
Definition 1. “Strong fading” regime. A DPC-SF-RCSI with
M fading realizations is said to be in the “strong fading”
regime if
a21 = 0, a2j ≥ (P+ 1)
j−1
∑
q=1
aq (19)
From the definition in Def. 1 we have that the fading
coefficients for j ≥ 2 grow approximatively exponentially
spaced, as in a geometric series.
Theorem V.1. Outer bound for M fading values in the
“strong fading” regime. The capacity C of the M user DPC-
SF-RCSI in the “strong fading” regime is upper bounded as
C ≤ ROUT = 1
2M
log(1+P)+ 3+ logM
M
(20)
Proof: The key in deriving this novel outer bound is the
careful choice of side information provided at each receiver
in the compound channel. Using Fano’s inequality we have
N(R− ε)≤ min
j∈{1...M}
{
I(Y Nj ;W )
}≤ 1
M
(
M
∑
j=1
I(Y Nj ;W )
)
For each term I(Y Nj ;W ) we provide the side information V Nj
defined as
V N1 =V N2 = /0
V Nj =
[
V Nj−1 SNj−1 +ZNj−1−ZN1
] j ≥ 3.
With this side information we write
M
∑
j=1
I(Y Nj ;W )≤
M
∑
j=1
I(Y Nj ;W |V Nj )
=
M
∑
j=1
(
H(Y Nj |V Nj )−H(YNj |W,V Nj )
)
For the positive entropy terms have
H(Y Nq |V Nq ) = H(X + aqS+Zq|a2S+Z2,a3S+Z3 . . .a j−1S+Zq)
≤ H(X + aqS+Zq|S+ Z˜)
≤ 1
2
log2pie
(
(
√
P+ aq)2−
(
√
P+ aq)2a2j−1
a2j−1 + 1
)
where, in the last passage, we have used the maximal ratio
combining principle with
Z˜ =
∑q−1j=1 a jZ j
∑q−1j=1 a2j
∼N
(
0, 1
∑q−1j=1 a2j
)
(21)
For the negative entropy terms we let
Tq =−
q−1
∑
j=1
H(Y Nj |W,V Nj ) (22)
and establish a recursion of the form
Tq = Tq−1−H(Yj|W,a2SN +ZN2 −ZN1 , . . .a j−1SN +ZNj−1)
≤−
q−1
∑
j=1
H(V Nj |W,V Nj−1)−H(XN −ZN1 |Vq).
Each term H(V Nj |W,V Nj−1) for j ≥ 3 can be bounded as
H(V Nj |W,V Nj−1)
= H(X + aqS+Zq|a2S+Z2,a3S+Z3, . . . ,a j−1S+Z j−1)
≤ H(X + aqS+Zq|S+ Z˜)
≤ 1
2
log2pie
(
(
√
P+ aq)2−
(
√
P+ aq)2a2j−1
a2j−1 + 1
)
where we have again used the maximal ratio combining
principle. The difference H(Y Nj |V j)−H(V Nj |V Nj−1) for j ≥ 2
is bounded as
H(Y Nj |V j)−H(VNj |V Nj−1)≤
1
2
log
P+ 1+
a2j
∑q−1j=1 a2j+1
1+
a2j
1+∑Nj=1 a2j

=
1
2
log
(
(∑q−1j=1 a2j + 1)(P+ 1)+ a2j
∑qj=1 a2j + 1
)
.
When condition (19) holds, we have therefore have
H(Y Nj |V j)−H(V Nj |V Nj−1)≤
1
2
log
(
1+
3a2q
∑qj=1 a2j + 1
)
≤ 2.
The only remaining term is H(Y1)−H(Y1|VM) for which we
5have
H(Y1)−H(Y1|VM)≤ H(Y1)−H(Y1|VM,SN ,XN)
=
1
2
log(1+P)+ logM.
A simple inner bound can be obtained by having the encoder
pre-codes against the term a jSi, j ∈ [1 . . .M] for a portion 1/M
of the time.
Theorem V.2. Inner bound for M fading values. The
capacity C of the M user DPC-SF-RCSI is lower bounded
as
C ≤ RIN = 1
2M
log(1+P) (23)
Proof: As in the proof of Th. IV.3, consider the codeword
XNP pre-coded against the interference sequence S˜N where
S˜( j+1)N/MjN/M = a jS
( j+1)N/M
jN/M . (24)
This achieves full interference pre-cancellation at receiver j
for the transmission [ jN/M . . . ( j+ 1)N/M]
We can now derive the gap between inner and outer bounds.
Theorem V.3. Approximate capacity of the DPC-SF-RCSI
in the “strong fading” regime. The capacity C of the M user
DPC-SF-RCSI can be attained to within a gap of G defined
as
G = ROUT−RIN ≤ 3+ logM
M
(25)
Proof: The gap is obtained by considering the difference
between the inner bound expressions (23) and the outer bound
expression in (20).
The result in Th. V.3 establishes a regime in which the best
coding option is pre-code against the interference realization
at each receiver for a portion 1/M of the time. This is indeed
a quite pessimistic result, since this achievable scheme attains
roughly 12 M log(1+P) which is a fraction M of the capacity
for the case without fading. In other words, the encoder does
not exploit the correlation between the received signals Yj. An
intuitive explanation of this result is as follows: in the “strong
fading” regime, the portion of the interfere which is received
at the noise level at receiver j is received at the level of the
intended signal at receiver j+1. As an example, consider the
case in which a j =(P+1) j for which condition (19) hold only
approximatively. The interference a jSi experienced at receiver
j can be rewritten as
a jSi = SP + SN (26)
where SP ∼N (0,(P+1) j−1) and SN ∼N (0,1). At receiver
j+ 1 we have
a j+1Si =
a j+1
a j
(SP + SN)≈ (P+ 1)SP+(P+ 1)SN. (27)
The component SN is received at the noise level at receiver j
but is received at the power lever P at receiver j+1. In other
words, he interference portion which collides with the signal
Xi at receiver j+ 1 is observed at the noise level at receiver
j. This implies a “renewal” of how the interference collides
with the signal Xi at each receiver. This makes it impossible
for the receiver to pre-code across multiple realization of the
fading.
Although pessimistic, this assumptions can be used to bound
the capacity of more general fading realizations as well. To
do so we must pick the largest number of fading realizations
with satisfy the strong fading condition in (19).
Lemma V.4. Outer bound for the M fading values The
capacity C of the M user DPC-SF-RCSI with a1 = 0 is lower
bounded as
C ≤ ROUT ≤ 1
2K
log(1+P) (28)
where K is the largest number of realization a j in A which
satisfy the condition in (19).
Proof: Consider A and choose the largest subset of
elements B ⊂ A for which (19)is satisfied. Using Fano’s
inequality then write
N(R− ε)≤ min
a j∈A
I(Y Nj ;W )≤ min
a j∈B
I(Y Nj ;W ), (29)
and apply the outer bound in Th. V.1 for the channel output
in B.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper the capacity of the dirty paper channel with
fading and partial transmitter side information is studied. We
consider two possible scenarios: the one in which fading
process takes two values and the case in which the fading
process takes M possible values. For the case in which takes
two values, we characterize capacity to within a constant
additive gap which is small when the fading realizations are
sufficiently spaced apart. For the case with M possible fading
values, we show that there exists a regime in which capacity
is a factor M smaller with respect to the case with no fading.
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6APPENDIX
A. Proof of Rem. II.1
To show the equivalency, we show that each channel of the form of (4) is in a many-to-one mapping with a channel model
in (7). To do so, we construct the following mapping:
Y =
Y ′√
N′
(30a)
X =
X ′√
N′
(30b)
A = A′
√Q′√
N′
(30c)
so that P = P′/N′. Since Y is obtained through a linear transformations from Y ′, we conclude that the capacity of the two
models is the same.
B. Proof of Lem. III.4
The outer bound in (10) is obtained by providing both receivers with the state sequence.
For the inner bound, consider the Costa coding strategy in which encoder can pre-code against the average state plus fading
realization
S˜ =
∑Mj=1 a j
M
S. (31)
This choice attains the rates
R j ≤ 12 log
 P+ 1
1+ ε2PP+a2j+1
 , j ∈ [1 . . .M], (32)
at receiver j. Since all the encoders must be able to decode the transmitted codeword, we must choose the smallest R j among
the ones in (32). The rate R j is decreasing in j, so the largest gap from the trivial outer bound in (10) is attained at j = 1.
C. Proof of Rem. IV.1
Consider the state S in (7) and assume that it is obtained as the summation of two independent components:
SN = SN1 + SN2 , (33)
for S j,i ∼N (0,Q j), j ∈ {1,2} and Q1 +Q2 = 1 and i ∈ [1 . . .N]. Consider now providing SN2 to both transmitter and receiver:
this can only increase the capacity, since the receiver can disregard this additional information. On the other hand, the receiver
can subtract ASN1 and obtain the channel output
Y ′N = X +ASN1 +ZN , (34)
which corresponds to the channel where the state has power Q1 in the general model in Rem. II.1 and where SN2 has the role of
common randomness. Common randomness cannot increase capacity and therefore we conclude that capacity of the channel
with state power Q1 is larger that the capacity of the channel with state power one, for any Q1 < 1. To re-normalize consider
again the transformation in Rem. II.1 which produces the equivalent model
Y N = XN +
(
A
√
Q1
) SN1√Q1 +ZN . (35)
D. Proof of Th. IV.2.
The first step of the outer bound is similar to the bounding in [8, Th. 3] while the second passage makes use of the
observation in Rem. IV.1.
As in [8, Th. 3], we have that the capacity of the compound channel can be bounded as
N(R− ε)≤ min
j∈{1,2}
I(Y Nj ;W ) (36a)
≤ 1
2
(
I(Y N1 ;W )+ I(YN2 ;W )
) (36b)
=
1
2
(
H(Y N1 )+H(Y
N
2 )−H(YN1 |W )−H(Y N2 |W )
) (36c)
7For the terms H(Y N1 )+H(YN2 ) we have
H(Y N1 )+H(Y
N
2 ) (37a)
≤ N
2
log(P+ a21 + 2a1
√
P+ 1)+ N
2
log(P+ a22 + 2a2
√
P+ 1)+ log2pie (37b)
≤ N
(
1
2
log(P+ a21 + 1)+
1
2
log(P+ a22 + 1)+ 1+ log2pie
)
. (37c)
For the negative term −H(Y N1 |W )−H(YN2 |W ) we write
−H(Y N1 |W )−H(YN2 |W )
≤−H(Y N1 ,Y N2 |W )
=−H((a2− a1)SN +ZN1 −ZN2 ,Y N2 |W )
where we have used the transformation [
Y2−Y1
Y2
]
=
[ −1 1
0 1
]
·
[
Y1
Y2
]
(38)
which has determinant one. We now continue the series of inequalities as
=−H((a2− a1)SN +ZN1 −ZN2 |W )−H(Y N2 |(a2− a1)SN +ZN1 −ZN2 ,W )
≤−H((a2− a1)SN +ZN1 −ZN2 )−H(Y N2 |(a2− a1)SN +ZN1 −ZN2 ,W,SN)
≤−H((a2− a1)SN +ZN1 −ZN2 )−H(ZN2 |ZN1 −ZN2 ).
Let now ZN1 ⊥ ZN2 to obtain
−H(Y N1 |W )−H(YN2 |W )≤ N
(
1
2
log((a2− a1)2 + 2)− 12 log2pie
1
2
)
. (39a)
The two above inequalities establish (13).
Since the capacity of the channel is decreasing in γ for A′ = γA, we can optimize the bound in (13): let’s rewrite as:
(13) ≤ max
x∈[0,1]
1
2
log
(
1+P+ xa21
)
+
1
2
log
(
1+P+ xa22
)− 1
2
log(x(a2− a1)2)+ 1. (40)
The first derivative of (40) in
∂ (40)
∂x =−
1
2
(1+P)2− x2a21a22
x(1+P+ xa21)(1+P+ xa22)
(41)
The derivative of the expression in (40) has a zero in
x∗ =
P+ 1
a2a1
(42)
this value is less than one when
P+ 1≤ a2a1. (43)
The second derivative in x∗ is
∂ (40)
∂ 2x
∣∣∣∣
x=x∗
=
a32a
3
1
(1+P)2(a1 + a2)2
(44)
which is positive defined. We therefore conclude that this is indeed a minimum when (43) holds.
For the case in which P+ 1 > a2a1, we can bound (13) as in (13) since
P+ 1 > a2a1 =⇒ P+ 1 > a21 (45)
The result of the optimization in γ correspond to bound in (13).
E. Proof of Th. IV.3
Consider the transmission scheme in which the channel input, X , is comprised of two codewords:
• a first codeword e XNN (N as in “state as Noise”) which treats the state as noise while
8• a second codeword XP (P as in “Pre-coded against the state”) is pre-coded against the sequence S′ = [SN/2 a2SNN/2+1].
This pre-coding offers full state pre-cancellation half of the time while at each of the decoders. For the remaining time,
only partial state pre-coding is possible.
We consider, in particular, the assignment
XN ∼N (0,αP) (46a)
XP ∼N (0,αP) (46b)
UP = XP +
αP
αP+ 1
S′. (46c)
where α ∈ [0,1], α = 1−α .
The codeword that treats the state as noise can be decoded at both receivers when
RN ≤ min{I(Y1;XN), I(Y2;XN)} (47a)
= min
{
1
2
log
(
1+ αP
a21 +αP+ 1
)
,
1
2
log
(
1+ αP
a22 +αP+ 1
)}
(47b)
=
1
2
log
(
1+ αP
a22 +αP+ 1
)
(47c)
The codeword XN is decoded first and removed from the channel output and, successively, the codeword XNP : for the first
N/2 transmission, the codeword can be decoded by the first receiver, while for the second N/2 transmissions it can be decoded
by the second receiver.
This assignment attains
R =
1
4
log(1+αP)+ 1
2
log
(
1+ αP
a22 +αP+ 1
)
(48)
We now optimize the achievable scheme through an appropriate choice of α: the expression
∂ (48)
∂α =−
1
4
P(αP+ 1− a22)
(a22 +αP+ 1)(1+αP)
(49)
which has a zero in
α∗ =
a22− 1
P
(50)
which is less than one when
a22 ≤ P+ 1, (51)
while it is positive for
a22 > 1 (52)
The second derivative in x∗ is
∂ (48)
∂ 2α
∣∣∣∣
x=x∗
=−18
P2
a42
, (53)
so we conclude that this is indeed a maximum.
We then conclude that optimal choice of α is
α∗ =

0 a22 ≤ 1
a22−1
P a
2
2 ≤ P+ 1
1 a22 > P+ 1
(54)
which produces the achievable rates in (14).
F. Proof of Th. IV.4
Let’s begin by considering the case of in which P, a1 or a2 are small.
Small P
9A trivial outer bound to the capacity of the DPC-SF-RCSI is
R≤ 1
2
log(1+P). (55)
If P < 1, then this outer bound is smaller than 1/2 which means that capacity can be achieved to within 1/2 a bit without any
transmission taking place.
Small a2
A trivial inner bound is to treat the state as noise, which achieves
R ≤ 1
2
log
(
1+ P
a22 + 1
)
. (56)
If a22 < 1, this strategy achieves
R≤ 1
2
log
(
1+ P
2
)
(57)
which is to within half a bit from the trivial outer bound of (55).
Another favorable case is the one in which a2− a1 is small: in this case ?? applies.
Small a2− a1
If a2− a1 ≤ 4, then the gap between inner and outer bound is less than 1 bit/s
We now focus on determining a constant gap is the following cases:
• Case I: a1a2 ≥ P+ 1, a2 >
√
P+ 1,
• Case II: 1 < a22 < P+ 1,
• Case III: a1a2 < P+ 1, a2 >
√
P+ 1.
Case I: a1a2 ≥ P+ 1, a2 >
√
P+ 1
In this case the outer bound is
ROUT =
1
4
log(P+ 1)+ 1
4
log (a2 + a1)
2
(a2− a1)2 + 1 (58)
while the inner bound is
RIN =
1
4
log(P+ 1) (59)
The gap between inner and outer bound is therefore
GI =
1
4
log (a2 + a1)
2
(a2− a1)2 + 1 (60)
Case II: 1 < a22 < P+ 1
In this case the outer bound is
ROUT =
1
4
log(1+P)+ 1
4
log
(
P+ 1
a22
)
+
1
4
log
a22
(a2− a1)2 +
3
2
(61)
while the inner bound is
RIN =
1
2
log
(
1+P+ a22
)− 1
4
log(a22)− 1/2 (62)
The gap between inner and outer bound is therefore
GII =
1
4
log a
2
2
(a2− a1)2 + 2 (63)
Case III: a1a2 < P+ 1, a2 >
√
P+ 1
In this case the outer bound is
ROUT =
1
4
log(1+P)+ 1
4
log
(
P+ 1+ a22
)− 1
4
log(a2− a1)2 + 32 (64)
10
which can be further rewritten as
ROUT =
1
4 log(1+P)+
1
4 log
(
a22
(a2− a1)2
)
+ 2 (65)
which can be achieved with binning.
Combining the three gaps we obtain the desired result.
G. Proof of Th. V.3
Consider now the following outer bound
N(R− ε)≤ min
j∈{1...M}
{
I(Y Nj ;W )
}
≤ 1
M
(
M
∑
j=1
I(Y Nj ;W )
)
For each term I(Y Nj ;W ) for 2 ≤we provide the side information V Nj for j ≥ 3 defined as
V Nj =
[
V Nj−1 SNj−1 +ZNj−1−ZN1
] (66)
with this side information, and for V N1 =V N2 = /0, we write
M
∑
j=1
I(Y Nj ;W )≤
M
∑
j=1
I(Y Nj ,V Nj ;W ) (67a)
=
M
∑
j=1
I(Y Nj ;W |V Nj ) (67b)
=
M
∑
j=1
(
H(Y Nj |V Nj )−H(YNj |W,V Nj )
) (67c)
For the term
H(Y N1 |V N1 ) = H(X +Z1)
≤ 1
2
log(2pi(P+ 1))
and similarly
H(Y N2 |V N2 ) = H(X + a2S+Z2)≤
1
2
log2pi(P+ a22 + 2a2
√
P+ 1)
≤ 1
2
log2pi(P+ a22 + 1)
For the remaining terms and considering independent noise terms Z j, we have:
H(Y Nq |V Nq ) = H(X + aqS+Zq|a2S+Z2,a3S+Z3, . . . ,a j−1S+Zq)
≤ H(X + aqS+Zq|S+ Z˜)
for
Z˜ =
∑q−1j=1 a jZ j
∑q−1j=1 a2j
∼N
(
0, 1
∑q−1j=1 a2j
)
(68)
The last passage follows from the maximal ration combining principle. We continue the sequence of inequalities as
H(Y Nq |V Nq )≤ H(X + aqS+Zq|S+ Z˜)
= H(X +Zq− aqZ˜|S+ Z˜)
≤ H(X +Zq− aqZ˜)
≤ 1
2
log2pie
(
P+ 1+
a2q
∑q−1j=1 a2j
)
11
We now establish a recursion for the negative entropy terms: the recursion step initiates as follows:
−H(Y1|W )−H(Y2|W )≤ H(Y1,Y2|W )
Consider now the transformation [
X −Y
Y
]
=
[
1 −1
0 1
]
·
[
X
Y
]
(69)
whose Jacobian has determinant one. With this transformation we write
−H(Y N1 ,Y N2 −YN1 |W ) =−H(a2SN +ZN2 )−H(YN1 |W,a2SN +ZN2 −ZN1 )
=−N
2
log2pie
(
a22 + 1
)−H(Y N1 |W,a2SN +ZN2 −ZN1 )
=−N
2
log2pie
(
a22 + 1
)−H(XN −ZN1 |W,a2SN +ZN2 −ZN1 )
Let now
Tq =−
q−1
∑
j=1
H(Y Nj |W,V Nj ) (70)
so that
T2 ≤ N2 log2pie
(
a22 + 2
)−H(Y N1 |W,a2SN +ZN2 −ZN1 ) (71)
For the term T3 we write
T3 = T2−H(Y3|W,a2N +ZN2 −ZN1 )
≤ N
2
log2pie
(
a22 + 1
)−H(XN1 −ZN1 |W,a2SN +ZN2 )−H(Y3|W,a2SN +ZN2 −ZN1 )
=
N
2
log2pie
(
a22 + 1
)−H(XN −ZN1 ,Y3|W,a2SN +ZN2 −ZN1 )
With the same transformation as above we have
H(XN −ZN1 ,Y N3 |W,a2SN +ZN2 )
= H(XN −ZN1 ,Y N3 −YN1 |W,a2SN +ZN2 −ZN1 )
= H(a3SN +ZN3 −ZN1 |a2SN +ZN2 −ZN1 )+H(XN −ZN1 |W,a2SN +ZN2 −ZN1 ,a3SN +ZN3 −ZN1 ).
Combining the above two equations we have
T3 ≤−
3
∑
q=1
H(V Nq |V Nq−1)−H(YN1 |W,V Nj ).
Continuing this recursion we see that the jth term Tj can be bounded as
Tq = Tq−1−H(Yj|W,a2SN +ZN2 −ZN1 , . . .a j−1SN +ZNj−1)
≤−
q−1
∑
j=1
H(V Nj |V Nj−1)−H(XN −ZN1 |Vq)
For the final step of the recursion we write
TM ≤−
M
∑
j=1
H(V Nj |V Nj−1)−H(YN1 |V j)−H(XN −ZN1 |V NM )
≤
M
∑
j=1
H(V Nj |V Nj−1)−H(YN1 |V j)−H(XN −ZN1 |V NM ,XM)
=−
M
∑
q
H(V Nq |V Nq−1)−H(Y N1 |V j)−H(ZN1 |a2N +Z2−Z1, . . .aMN +ZM−Z1)
We are now left to evaluate the terms H(V Nq |V Nq−1) and the term H(ZN1 |a2N +Z2 −Z1, . . .aMN + ZM − Z1). For the term
H(V Nq |V Nq−1) we proceed as follows:
−H(V Nq |V Nq−1)
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≤−H(V Nq |V Nq−1,Z1)
= H(aqSN +ZNq |a2SN +ZN2 , . . .aq−1SN +ZNq )
= H
(
aqSN +ZNq |
(
∑qj=1 a j(a jS j +Z j)
∑qj=1 a2j
))
= H
(
aqSN +ZNq |SN + Z˜N
)
where the last passage follows from the maximal ratio combining principle and by letting
Z˜ =
∑qj=1 a jZ j
∑qj=1 a2j
∼N
(
0, 1∑Nj=1 a2j
)
(72)
We therefore have
−H(V Nq |V Nq−1)≤
1
2
log2pie
(
1+
a2q
1+∑Nj=1 a2j
)
(73)
In a similar fashion, we write
−H(ZN1 |a2SN +Z2−Z1, . . . ,aMSN +ZM −Z1)
≤−H(ZN1 |a2SN +Z2−Z1, . . . ,aMSN +ZM−Z1,SN)
≤−H(ZN1 |Z2−Z1, . . . ,ZM −Z1)
≤−H
(
ZN1 |ZN1 −
∑Mj=2 Z j
M− 1
)
=
1
2
log2pie log
(
1− 1
1+ 1M−1
)
=
1
2
log2pie log
(
1
M
)
We now wish to return to the expression in (67c) and show that
H(Y Nj |V j)−H(V Nj |V Nj−1) (74)
is bounded under the conditions in (19) and j ≥ 2
H(Y Nj |V j)−H(V Nj |V Nj−1)
≤ 1
2
log
P+ 1+
a2j
∑q−1j=1 a2j+1
1+
a2j
1+∑Nj=1 a2j

=
1
2
log
(
(∑q−1j=1 a2j + 1)(P+ 1)+ a2j
∑q−1j=1 a2j + 1+ a2j
)
=
1
2
log
(
(∑q−1j=1 a2j + 1)(P+ 1)+ a2j
∑qj=1 a2j + 1
)
When condition (19) holds, we have therefore have
H(Y Nj |V j)−H(V Nj |V Nj−1)
≤ 1
2
log
(
1+
3a2q
∑qj=1 a2j + 1
)
≤ 2.
The only remaining terms are H(Y1)−H(Y1|VM) for which we have
H(Y1)−H(Y1|VM)
≤ H(Y1)−H(Y1|VM,SN ,XN)
13
= H(XN +ZN1 )+ log2pieM
=
1
2
log(1+P)+ log2pieM
This concludes the proof.
